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Problems to address in intensive eating disorder clinical services

• Evidence-based treatments (i.e., CBT-E, FBT) are often not available or only in a watered-down or 
unevaluated forms 

• It is mainly used a non-evidence based eclectic multidisciplinary approach

• Waiting times for treatment are unacceptably long

• It is common for patients to receive completely different treatments, in terms of both theory and content, 
when they change from a less intensive form of care (e.g., outpatient) to a more intensive treatment (e.g., 
inpatient) and vice versa. 

• Outcome data are rarely or inadequately collected

Introduction



Potential solutions

1. An increase in resources 

2. Better use of existing resources 

Introduction



Hystory

1984 – 1996
• Psychodynamic Psychotherapy with medical/psychiatric management

1996– 2001
• Generic and broad CBT with medical/psychiatric management

2002 – 2008
• Transition to CBT-E

From 2008
• CBT-E with patients of all ED diagnosis and age (from 13 ys), and three levels of care

• Outpatient
• Intensive outpatient

• Inpatients

Villa Garda Eating Disorder Clinical Service



Problems we had in 2001

• Psychologists

• delivered a generic and eclectic form of CBT

• Other team members (dietitian, nurses, physicians, and psychiatrists)

• maintained a predominantly a medical-directive-based approach

• Patients

• not focused on addressing the core maintaining mechanism of their eating problem 

• received contrasting information and different treatment methods

• had different treatment when changed the intensity of care 

Why we chose to introduce CBT-E?



2002 – 2008

Transition to CBT-E

Why we chose to introduce CBT-E

Christopher Fairburn presented in 
Verona the new transdiagnostic

cognitve behavior theory
and outpatient treatment 

for eating disorders

Over-evaluation od shape and weight and their control

Strict dieting;
non-compensatory 

weight-control behavior

Events and 
associated 

mood change
Binge eating Significantly

low weight

Compensatory
vomiting/

laxative misuse



Main reasons
1. The transdiagnostic nature of CBT-E is particularly suitable for the inpatient treatment

• patients with different DSM diagnoses are usually admitted

2. The personal formulation of CBT-E appeared is a potent instrument to integrate the work of a 
multidisciplinary team and to personalise the treatment

3. The precise method of addressing the eating disorder psychopathology helps to focus the treatment, 
especially sin severe patients

4. The ineffectiveness of outpatient CBT-E in some patients may depend on insufficiently intensive care 
rather than the nature of the treatment itself

Why we chose to introduce CBT-E



Main Steps

• We discussed the idea of adapting the new CBT-E for inpatient treatment with Christopher Fairburn

• We designed a completely new inpatient treatment based on the CBT-E theory and treatment

• We implemented the new treatment in the unit

• Periodic supervisions with Christopher Fairburn

• Round table with therapists and patient

• Peer supervision

• We designed and implemented a 3-year randomized control trial

• Promising result for a large number of inpatient 

How this was done step-by-step



Organization

• We actively involved the organisation in this change

• Describing the problem of the eclectic treatment

• Describing the advantages (clinical and economics)

Collegues attitudes

• We actively involved the colleagues in this change

• Group discussion

• Training

• External supervision with CGF

• Workshop

• Inpatient RCT

•… Two psychologist decided to change the unit

Difficulties we addressed



Treatment
• We gradually eliminated any residual procedures that were inconsistent with the new CBT-E-based 

approach 

• Medical procedures

• Psychological procedure

• Unit atmosphere

• We developed new procedures specifically designed for the inpatient CBT-E

• Assisted eating

• Groups

• We developed new procedures specifically designed for the adolescent CBT-E

• Parents involvement

Difficulties we addressed



Goals

• Providing all patients with an evidence-based treatment (CBT-E), whatever their ED diagnosis or age, and 
whether they are outpatients, day patients or inpatients.  

• The default is to deliver CBT-E on an outpatient basis (a transdiagnostic evidence-based treatment), but 
some patients require more intensive treatment (i.e. intensive outpatient or hospitalisation) and these 
patients embark upon CBT-E while in hospital. 

• Whenever possible, they continue with the CBT-E on discharge without any interruption

The Villa Garda Clinical Service



Advantages
1. Patients are treated with a single, well-delivered, evidence-based treatment, rather than the evidence-

free “eclectic” approach common elsewhere

2. It minimizes the problems associated with transitions from outpatient to intensive treatment, as it avoids 
subjecting patients to the confusing and counterproductive changes in therapeutic approach that 
commonly accompany such transitions.

Villa Garda CBT-E Clinical Service 



General goals

1. To actively engage the patients in the treatment

• It starts before the admission

2. To remove the ED psychopathology

• Disturbed way of eating (and low weight, if present); extreme weight control behaviours; concerns about eating, shape and 
weight

3. To correct the mechanisms that have been maintaining the psychopathology

• Specified in the patient’s formulation 

• Treatment is personalized and transdiagnostic (rather than being diagnosis-determined) 

4. To ensure the changes are lasting

• Help patients respond promptly to any setbacks

Villa Garda inpatient treatment 



STEP ONE
PREPARATION

Understanding the psychological view
Deciding to change
Playing an active role in the treatment

STEP TWO
INTENSIVE CBT-E

Addressing the psychopathology 
Addressing the maintaining mechanisms
Preparing the STEP THREE

STEP THREE
OUTPATIENT CBT-E

Addressing residual problems
Preventing relapse

INTENSIVE CBT-E MAP



4 sessions 

(some aspects are similar to the Step One of CBT-E for underweight patients)

• Assess the indications for the treatment

• Engage the patient 

• Educate about the psychological CBT-E model 

• Create a personalized formulation 

• Discuss the pros and cons of change (regaining weight) and start the intensive CBT-E

• Assess the patient availability to play an active role in the treatment

• Detailed information about the treatment 

Step One - Preparation



General strategies

• Patients are educated about the differences between the disease (medical) and the 
psychological model of eating disorders 

• Then they are helped to understand the nature of the processes (in their personal 
formulation) maintaining their eating disorders and actively involved in the decision to 
address them

• If they do not reach the conclusion that they have a problem to address, the treatment 
cannot start or must be suspended, but this is not a common occurrence

Step One - Preparation



Step One - Preparation

Educating patients about the CBT-E psychological model of eating disorder

• Why does a person continue to adopt a strict diet and other extreme weight control 
behaviours to try to lose weight and change the shape of their body despite the damage 
they create?



Step One - Preparation

Educating patients about the CBT-E psychological model of eating disorder

• Two models to explain the egosyntonic nature of some expressions of eating disorders

1. Disease model

2. Psychological model

Egosyntonic
refers to the behaviours, values, and feelings that are in harmony 
with or acceptable to the needs and goals of the ego, or 
consistent with one's ideal self-image.



Strict dieting
Excessive exercising

Low weight

Starvation 
symptoms

Binge eating

Purging 
behaviours 

Adverse 
events and moods

Over-evaluation od shape, weight, eating 
and their control

Egosyntonic features



Disease model

Strict dieting, binge eating, fear of weight gain, and the lack of recognition of the 
seriousness of current low body weight are symptoms of a specific illness

AN = anorexia nervosa

BN = bulimia nervosa

BED = binge-eating disorder

OEDs = other eating disorders

AN BN

BED ODEs



Implications

• Prescriptive / coercive approach

• Goal
• To defeat the disease

• Patients: passive role
• Patients should not trust their thoughts about shape, weight and eating because they are 

symptoms of their disease 

• Patients should follow the prescription of the doctors, psychologists and dietitians.

• Clinicians: prescriptive approach

• Parents: controllers
• They should control the eating behaviour and other behaviours of their child

Disease model



The person has difficulties seeing dieting and low weight as a problem because their self-
evaluation has become predominantly based on their shape, weight and eating control. 

Psychological model (adopted by CBT-E)

Shape, weight, 
eating control
School
Family 
Other

Shape, weight, 
eating control
School
Family 
Sport
Music
Friends
Painting
Other

Person with eating disorder Person without eating disorder



Strict dieting
Excessive exercising

Low weight

Starvation 
symptoms

Binge eating

Purging 
behaviours 

Adverse 
events and moods

Over-evaluation of shape, weight, eating 
and their control

Sense of 
realization



Implications

Collaborative approach

• Goal: To find other, more functional, domains of self-evaluation

• Patient: active role
• To develop other, more functional solutions

• Patient and therapist work as a team (collaborative empiricism)

• Clinicians: helpers
• In understanding the psychological characteristics of the eating disorder

• In helping to address the maintenance processes of the eating disorder with specific and individualized 
strategies and procedures

• Parents: helpers
• In creating an optimal family environment

• In supporting the child to implement some procedures of the treatment

Psychological model (adopted by CBT-E)



General strategies

The eating disorder psychopathology is addressed via a flexible and personalized set of sequential 
cognitive and behavioural strategies and procedures integrated with progressive patient education 

• To achieve cognitive change, patients are encouraged to observe, using real-time self-monitoring, 
how the processes in their personal formulation operate in real life

• Patients are asked to make gradual behavioural changes and analyse their effects and implications on 
their way of thinking

• In the later stages of CBT-E, the treatment focuses on helping patients recognise the early warning 
signs of eating disorder mindset reactivation, and to decentre from it quickly, thereby avoiding 
relapse

Step Two – Intensive CBT-E



Use of multiple therapists

• All the therapists are fully trained in cognitive behaviour theory and therapy for eating disorders (non-eclectic 
approach)

• All the therapists share the same treatment philosophy and the same language

• The personal formulation integrates each staff member's contribution to treatment 

• The treatment fidelity is monitored (strategies used in RCTs)

• Weekly review meeting with patient (round table)

• Weekly team meeting

• Peer supervision

• Sessions recording

Inpatient CBT-E



Core procedures of intensive CBT-E for the younger patients

Core procedures (CBT-Ef)

1. Engaging the patient

2. Helping patients identify and analyze relevant phenomena using real-time recording

3. Monitoring and interpreting the weight

4. Monitoring the progress of the treatment (EPCL)

5. Assisted eating

6. Non assisted eating

7. Weekly review meeting (with physician, psychologist, nurse, dietitian)

8. Individual CBT-E sessions

9. Group CBT-E session 

10. Parents involvement



Modules of the intensive CBT-E for the younger patients

Modules of CBT-E (Focused form) 

1. Underweight and dietary restriction

2. Excessive exercising

3. Purging

4. Body image

5. Dietary restriction

6. Events, mood and eating

7. Setbacks and mindsest

8. Preparation of returning home



Modules of the intensive CBT-E for the younger patients

When they
1. Are pronounced
2. Appear to be maintaining the 

eating disorder 
3. Seem likely to interfere with 

the response to treatment

Modules of CBT-Eb Broad version

1. Clinical perfectionism

2. Marked interpersonal difficulties

3. Core low-self-esteem

4. Mood intolerance



• CBT-E modules to address the eating disorder psychopathology … plus

• Open unit

• Day treatment

• Involvement of other significant

• Ending well and organizing the post-inpatient treatment

Program’s to reduce relapse



Open unit

• Inpatient CBT-E is provided in a specialized unit for the treatment of eating disorders 

• The unit is ‘open’, and patients in a stable medical conditions are free to go outside it 

• Significant others are free to visit the patient at any time other than mealtimes and when treatment 
sessions are occurring

• There is the school in the hospital

Program’s elements to reduce relapse



Day treatment

• During the day treatment stage patients are helped to identify triggers of their eating disorder mindset 
that are not present on the unit.  

• These are then addressed in treatment 

• Gradual decrease of the treatment intensity

• The treatment evolves towards the outpatient treatment

Program’s elements to reduce relapse



Involvement of parents

• General strategies

a. Creating an optimal family environment

b. Supporting the young person to implement some 
procedures of the treatment

Program’s elements to reduce relapse

The strategy CBT-E is to involve parents as a “helper” of 
their child, not “controllers”

Five educational videos

Manual

CBT-E 
Indformation
for parents



Post-inpatient CBT-E 

20 sessions – 20 weeks  (twice a week the first 8 weeks, then once a week, and the last weeks every two 
weeks)

1. Addressing the residual problems

2. Developing strategies and procedures to prevent relapse 

Step Three – Outpatient CBT-E

Inpatient

Step 3

Intensive 
outpatient

Outpatient

Step 2

Outpatient
post-inpatient

Step 1 Step 3
Multistep CBT-E



Intensive CBT-E for patients with eating disorders

Data on its effectiveness
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BMI
EDE global

• Over 80% of the eligible patients agreed to embark upon the treatment and 90% completed

• Over three quarters gaining normalized the BMI and almost 80% had minimal eating disorder psychopathology at discharge

• After discharge the BMI fall and occurred exclusively during in the first 6 months. In addition, the weight loss was limited mainly to 
adult patients





Good BMI outcome

Full response



Potential reasons
1. The collaborative style of CBT-E, which is focused on “empowering” rather than coercing patients 

2. CBT-E is designed to help the patients to feel in control during all the phases of the treatment

3. The first phase of the treatment is dedicated to exploring the nature and outcome of prior treatments, 
engaging patients, understanding the main mechanisms maintaining their eating disorder, and discussing 
the pros and cons of change

4. The inclusion of specific procedures designed to prevent relapse

Why can CBT-E works in some patients with 
severe/extreme and or enduring AN?



Three main findings 
1. 70% of eligible patients agreed to begin the program. Of these, over 85% completed the program, with 

no significant differences between adolescent and adult patients.

2. A large percentage of patients  achieved a good BMI outcome at EOT and 20- and 60-week follow-ups and 
about 50% had also maintained a full response at 60-week follow-up. 

3. Eating disorder psychopathology and clinical impairment scores were significantly lower at EOT than at 
baseline and showed only a slight increase from EOT to the subsequent follow-ups

Discussion

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that intensive CBT-E is 
well accepted, and the response is promising in adolescents and 
adults with anorexia nervosa who failed previous outpatient 
treatments



Collaboration with the  Regional unit of eating disorders, Bergen from 2088


